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“There are many kinds of weather: sunny, cold, hot and rainy.  
What else? Sometimes we are told that there is stormy weather coming. 
What are some kinds of storms? Where does wild weather happen? 
Why are storms so scary and dangerous? What do people and animals 

do in wild weather?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Identify compound words:  hailstones snowstorm

•  Notice soft  sound:  c circle cyclone place

•  Identify suffixes – – –er est ous

•  Use captions to support text.

•  Notice soft  sound:  g dangerous damage

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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        .A tornado is wild weather
A  strong  wind  starts  in  the  storm  .clouds

              .It blows around and around in a circle
It  lifts  up  everything  that  gets  in  its  .way
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                  .A tornado can lift up a tree or a car
                .It can lift the roof right off a house

        .Sometimes tornadoes are called twisters
              .A tornado at sea is called a waterspout

tornado
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